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ABSTRACT 
Two surprising constructive lemmas of Ishihara, with extremely useful proof techniques, are placed 
in a general setting. This both clarifies the ideas underlying those lemmas and raises the possibility 
that some other applications of their proof techniques in constructive analysis are, in fact, cor- 
ollaries of our general results. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [6], Ishihara introduced the following two lemmas in which, surprisingly, we 
can use completeness to make a decision which at first sight would seem to be 
impossible with purely constructive techniques (that is, with intuitionistic, 
rather than classical, logic). 
Ishihara’s first trick:* Let X be a complete metric space, f a strongly extensional 
mapping of X into a metric space Y, and (x,,):! , a sequence converging to a limit 
x E X. Then for allpositive (Y, ,f? with (Y < p, either p(f(x,,),f (x)) < ,Bfor all n, or 
elsep(f(x,),f(x)) > f2forsomen. 
Ishihara’s second trick: Let X be a complete metric space, f a strongly exten- 
sional mapping of X into a metric space Y, and (x,,)p= , a sequence converging to a 
‘Bridges and van Dalen wish to point out that the expression ‘Ishihara’s trick’ was chosen by them, 
and not by the originator of the proofs of these lemmas. 
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limit x E X. Then,@ ullpositive (I. ,j with cv c. ad. either p(.f‘(xn) ..f’( .Y) J < LijOt‘ rdl 
sufjciently lurge n, or else p(,f(xn),,f’(.~)) > ryfor infinitely man?. n 
Recall that a function .f’ : X + Y between metric spaces is strongly exten- 
sional if &“(x),,f’(y)) > 0 entails p(.\->~.) > 0. The statement 
Allfunctions between metric spaces are strongly extensional 
is equivalent to Markov’s Principle, 
If (a,) is a binary sequence such that 7V’n (~l~ = 0), then 3n (u, = I), 
a constructively suspect principle of unbounded search. 
In this note we place Ishihara’s tricks in a more general setting. Our goal is to 
prove the following two results, which respectively encompass Ishihara’s first 
and second tricks 
Proposition 1. Let X be a complete metric space, let P, Q be subsets qf X such that 
X = P u Q, and let x be an element of X such that 
VYE X(x#yvyf Q). 
Then for each sequence (xn)rz, in X that converges to x, 
Vn (x, E P) v 3n (x, E Q). 
Proposition 2. Let X be a complete metric space, let P, Q be subsets of X such that 
X = P U Q, and let x be an element of X. Suppose that for any sequence (x,,)r= , 
converging to x in X, 
3n (x # x,) V vn (xn $ Q) 
Then for any such sequence, 
Our proofs use only the barest minimum of constructive analysis, as is found in 
the early chapters of [2, 3,4,9]. We begin with the 
Proof of Proposition 1. Construct an increasing binary sequence (X,)p= , such 
that 
X,=0=+-Vk<n(xk~ P), 
A, = 1 - X,-I =+ x,, E Q. 
We may assume that Xi = 0. If X, = 0, set y,, = x; if X, = 1 - An-i, set yk = x, 
for all k > n. Then (y,),“_i is a Cauchy sequence in X and so converges to a 
limit y E X. Either x # y or y $! Q. In the first case, choosing N such that x # 
ye, we see that XN = 1. In the second case, if there exists m such that X, = 1 - 
X, _ 1, then y = x, and so y E Q, a contradiction; whence X, = 0, and therefore 
x, E P, for all n. q.e.d. 
Assuming the hypotheses of Ishihara’s first trick, define 
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p = {Y E x : df(YM4 < PL 
Q = {Y E X : PU-(YM~) > ~1. 
For all y E Y we have 
D either ~(f(v),f(x)) > 0, in which case, by the strong extensionality off, 
X#Yi 
D or else ~(f(y),f(x)) < (Y and therefore y $?! Q. 
The trick is now proved by applying Proposition 1. 
In order to tackle Proposition 2 and then Ishihara’s second trick, we prove 
three lemmas, the first of which is a variant of Proposition 1. 
Lemma 3. Let X be a complete metric space, and let P, Q be subsets of Xsuch that 
X = P U Q, and let x be a point of X such that 
QY 6 X(X#YVY f PI. 
Then for each sequence (x~):=, in X that converges to x, 
Yn(x, E P) ~3n(x, E Q). 
Proof. Construct an increasing binary sequence (X,) such that 
A,, = 0 + Qk < n (xk E P), 
A, = 1 - X,-, =+ x, E Q. 
WemayassumethatX1=O.IfX,=O,sety,=x;if~,=l-X,-1,setyk= 
x, _ 1 for each k 2 n. Then (y,),“_ i is a Cauchy sequence in X and so converges 
to a limit y E X. Either x # y or else y $8 P. In the first case choose N such that 
p(xn- 1, y) > ip(x, y) for all n 2 N, and suppose that X,v = 0. If X, = 1 - X,- i 
for some m > N, then y = x, _ 1, another contradiction. Hence X, = 0 for all 
n 2 N and therefore for all n; but this implies that y = x, a contradiction. Thus, 
in fact, X,v = 1. On the other hand, in the case where y $ P we must have X, = 0 
for all n. q.e.d. •i 
Lemma 4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2, 
QYEX(X#YVY$Q,. 
Proof. Applying the hypotheses to the sequence (x,x, . .) in X, we see that 
x +! Q. Given y in X, construct a (perforce increasing) binary sequence (X,),W= ,
such that 
h = 0 * P(X,Y) < l/n, 
A, = 1 * p(x, y) > l/(n + 1). 
We may assume that Xi = 0. If X, = 0, set y, = x; if X, = 1 - X+1, set y, = y 
and yk = x for each k 2 n + 1. Then the sequence (yn) converges to x; so either 
there exists N such that x # y,v = y, or else y, $ Q for each n. In the latter case, 
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supposing that .V t (2, we see that X,, = 0 for all n: whence J’ = s. which is im- 
possible as we have already shown that x f Q. We conclude that v $ Q. q.e.d. 
This brings us to the 
Proof of Proposition 2. Consider the space X of all sequences that converge to 
x in X, taken with the metric 
d&77) = ;;E;)& %I), 
where, for example, < denotes the sequence (51, (2:. .) in X. An argument like 
the standard one for proving the completeness of the classical sequence space 
1, shows that X is complete. Define 
P = {t : WEn E Q,,? 
Q = {t : ‘W&z t PI). 
We see from our hypotheses and Lemma 4 that 
b~Jf(x#.~v~$ Q,. 
It follows from Proposition 1 that for any sequence x in X that converges to x, 
3n (x, E Q) v ‘d’n (x,, E P) 
and therefore that 
XEPVXEQ. 
Letx”=(x,x,x:...),andforeachnletx”=(x,,x,+,,...).Thenx”ix”inX. 
Since our hypotheses also ensure that 
YY~X(X”#YVYfP)~ 
we can apply Lemma 3 in the space X, to obtain 
Vn(x”~P)v3n(x”~Q). 
This, when unwrapped, is precisely the conclusion we want. q.e.d. 
It is relatively simple to prove Ishihara’s second trick using Proposition 2. Un- 
der the hypotheses of that trick, take 
p = b 6 x : P(f(X):f(Y)) < PI> 
Q = {u E X : df(xLfb)) > a>, 
and, for convenience, 
p’ = {v 6 x : Pu-(XMY)) < 01, 
e’ = {v E Jr : dm)J(Y)) > 421. 
Then since either (r/2 < &“(x),f(~)) or ~(f(x),S(v)) < (Y, we have X = P u Q 
and 
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Similarly, X = P u Q’ and 
VYEJTX#YVYf e’>. 
It follows from the last statement and Proposition 1 that if (y,),“,i is any se- 
quence converging to x in X, then 
31 (yn E e’) V vn (yn E p) 
and therefore that 
3n (x # YJ V tJn(yn $ Q). 
Thus P and Q satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2, from which we im- 
mediately deduce the conclusion of Ishihara’s second trick. 
Now recall the limited principle of omniscience (LPO): for each binary se- 
quence (G>~, , 
Vn(a, = 0) V 3n(a, = 1). 
This classical-logical triviality, is false in both the intuitionistic and recursive 
models of constructive mathematics, and is independent of Heyting arithmetic 
(Peano arithmetic with intuitionistic logic); see [I, 4, 93. 
We prove a lemma that is the basis for another trick introduced by Ishihara. 
Lemma 5. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2, 
Vn’nk>n(x~EQ)aLPO. 
Proof. Choose a strictly increasing sequence (nk)p! i such that xnk E Q for each 
k, and consider any increasing binary sequence (ak)r= i . If ak = 0, set & = x; if 
Uk = 1 - Uk-1, set <j = x,~ for allj > k. Then (&)p! i is a Cauchy sequence and 
so converges to a limit [ in X. By Lemma 4, either E # x or < $- Q. In the first 
case there exists K such that & # x for all k 2 K; whence ak = 1 - ak - i for 
some k 5 K. In the case < $ Q we must have ak = 0 for all k. q.e.d. 
It follows from Ishihara’s second trick and Lemma 5 that in any variety of 
constructive mathematics in which LPO is false, every strongly extensional 
mapping from a complete metric space into a metric space is sequentially con- 
tinuous. For more on this topic, see [7] 
In [8], Ishihara introduced yet another trick, which we describe in the setting 
of Proposition 2. A typical situation in constructive analysis is that under the 
hypotheses of that proposition, the first conclusion holds classically and we are 
trying to establish it constructively. To do this, we rule out the second conclu- 
sion by showing that if we supplement intuitionistic logic with LPO (a weak 
form of the law of excluded middle), then 
(1) -bh’nk>n(XkEQ) 
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In view of Lemma 5. we immediately conclude that (1) holds under in- 
tuitionistic logic. 
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